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Abstract. A theoretical analysis of the Auger mechanism in a GaInAsSb
infrared photovoltaic detector is reported. The considerations are carried
out for near-room temperature and 2.5-mm wavelength. The results
show that the Auger mechanism can be suppressed by optimizing the
material parameters. Thus, the performance of such detectors can be
improved. © 1998 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the direct-narrow-bandgap GaInAsSb q
ternary alloys—whose wavelength, ranging from 0.87 to
mm, covers three important infrared wavelength ranges~2
to 4, 3 to 5, and 8 to 12mm!—have become very importan
materials for the fabrication of detectors designed
infrared-wavelength application.1,2 GaInAsSb quaternary
alloys lattice-matched to GaSb are potentially useful ma
rials for detectors in the 2- to 4-mm wavelength range.3,4

For example, a GaInAsSb/GaSb infrared detector at wa
lengths from 1.7 to 2.4mm has been prepared.5

However, no theoretical analysis of the GaInAsSb det
tor has been reported so far. In this paper, theoretical
culation and analysis results for a Ga0.8In0.2As0.19Sb0.81 in-
frared photovoltaic~IR PV! detector, whose wavelength
2.5 mm with a 300-K operating temperature, are reporte

Among noise mechanisms in narrow-bandgap materi
the Auger mechanism is the most important mechanism
the performance of an IR PV detector working near ro
temperature.6,7 Therefore, we consider the effect of the A
ger mechanism on a GaInAsSb homojunction detec
lattice-matched to GaSb.

2 Detector Structure and Theoretical Analysis

The detector structure of n-GaxIn12xAs12ySby /
p-GaxIn12xAs12ySby /GaSb is shown in Fig. 1. Because
is required that the GaInAsSb quaternary alloys be latt
matched to GaSb, the compositionx is related to the com-
positiony by

y5
0.408x10.022

0.009x10.421
, ~1!

where the GaInAsSb lattice constant is gotten by a lin
interpolation method~see the appendix!. In the following,
we only give the calculation results for the compositionx at
0.8, at which the corresponding compositiony is 0.81.
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The figure of merit usually used to characterize the s
sitivity of IR PV detectors is the detectivityD* , which
depends on the quantum efficiency and the zero-b
resistance–junction-area (R0A) product,8

D* 5
lhq

hc S R0A

4KTD 1/2

. ~2!

In the following calculation, several assumptions a
made:

1. Infrared radiation of wavelengthl shorter than the
cutoff wavelengthlc is absorbed by the detector an
produces electron-hole pairs, which produce the d
fusion current. When we assumel5lc5hc/Eg , Eq.
~2! can be expressed by

D*5
hq

Eg SR0A

4KTD1/2

. ~3!

2. The quantum efficiencyh is 100%; thus Eq. 3 is
further simplified to

D*5
q

Eg SR0A

4KTD1/2

. ~4!

When the temperature and the compositionsx and y are
fixed, the energy bandgapEg is also fixed, so that the de
tectivity is only related to theR0A product.

We consider the diffusion current only in a low-injectio
case, in which the diffusion current is due to the minor
carriers. Then theR0A products in then andp regions are
given respectively by9

~R0A!e5
KT

q2

Dep

Leni
2

r e sinh d1coshd

coshd1sinh d
~p region!, ~5!

~R0A!p5
KT

q2

Dpn

Lpni
2

r p sinh u1coshu

r p coshu1sinh u
~n region! ~6!
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Di5
KT

q
m i , Li5~Dit i !

1/2, g i5
LiSi

Di
~ i 5n or p!,

d5
1

Le
S d2

n

n1p
wD , u5

1

Lp
S t2

p

n1p
wD

where

Di 5 diffusion coefficient (cm2/s) for holes inn
region or for electrons inp region

Li 5 diffusion length~cm! for holes inn region or
for electrons inp region

m i 5 effective mobility (cm2/V s) for holes inn
region or for electrons inp region

Si 5 surface recombination velocity~m/s! for holes
in n region or for electrons inp region

t i 5 carrier lifetime~s! for hole in n region or for
electron inp region

q 5 electronic charge~C!

T 5 detector temperature~K!

k 5 Boltzmann’s constant

n,p 5 major-carrier concentrations (cm23) in n region
andp region, respectively

ni 5 intrinsic carrier concentration (cm23).

These relations are fulfilled for the one-dimensional det
tor model with an abrupt junction where a spatial charge
width w surrounds the metallographic junction bounda
x5t, and two quasineutral regions (0,t2xn) and (t
1xp ,d2xp) are homogeneously doped.

The diffusion current contributions from then and p
regions are added to give the total diffusion current, and
total R0A product from both sides is10

1

~R0A! total
5

1

~R0A!e
1

1

~R0A!p
. ~7!

Fig. 1 Simplified structure of a detector: t, n-region width; d,
p-region width; w, width of depletion region; xn , width of depletion
region on n side; xp , width of depletion region on p side.
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In Eqs.~5! and~6!, theR0A products are incorporated i
the minority-carrier lifetime, determined by the Auge
mechanism.

Among the ten different types of Auger processes t
are possible in an InSb-like band structure, the two with
smallest threshold energy—Auger 1~A-1! and Auger 7~A-
7!—are the ones of practical importance.11–13 Because the
band structure of the GaInAsSb quaternary alloys is co
plicated, it is simplified to an InSb-like band structure
this paper. In narrow-bandgap materials, when the sp
split-off band has width near to or wider than the ener
bandgapEg , the spin-split-off band plays a much mor
important role than A-7 in the Auger mechanism for dire
bandgap materials, and the resulting process is called
ger S~A-S!. For Ga0.8In0.2As0.19Sb0.81 at 300 K, the width
of the spin-split-off band is 0.605 eV, while the energ
bandgap is 0.494 eV~see the appendix!, so we include A-S
in the calculation. The A-1 mechanism is dominant
n-type materials, while A-7 and A-S are dominant
p-type.14,15 The carrier lifetime associated with the Aug
mechanism determines the performance of most near-ro
temperature PV detectors.

The effective carrier lifetime can be determined by16

1

tA
5

1

tA-1
1

1

tA-7
1

1

tA-S
. ~8!

The lifetimes for the A-1, A-7, and A-S mechanisms a
written respectively as16

tA-15
2tA-1

i

11n0 /p0
, ~9!

tA-75
2tA-7

i

11p0 /n0
, ~10!

tA-S5
2tA-S

i

11p0 /n0
, ~11!

wherep0 andn0 are the hole and electron carrier conce
tration at equilibrium state in the same material, andt i

indicates the intrinsic recombination time.
The intrinsic A-1 recombination lifetime is given by12

tA-1
i 5

3.8310218es~11m!1/2~112m!expS 112m

11m

Eg

KT
D

me*

m0

uF1F2u2S KT

Eg
D 3/2

,

~12!

where

m5me* /mh* 5 ratio of the conduction-band to the
heavy-hole valence-band
effective mass

eS 5 relative static dielectric constant

m0 5 electron static mass
1755Optical Engineering, Vol. 37 No. 6, June 1998
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Fig. 2 The calculated R0A product as a function of the p-side carrier concentration for a GaInAsSb
PV detector operated at 300 K and 2.5-mm wavelength; d55 mm, t51 mm, mp5240 cm2/V s, me

52900 cm2/V s.
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F1 ,F2 5 overlap integrals of the periodic part o
the electron wave function.

The intrinsic A-7 recombination time is given by12

tA-7
i 5gtA-1

i , ~13!

whereg is the ratio of the A-7 to the A-1 intrinsic recom
bination time. According to Ref. 12,

g52
me* ~Eth!

me0*
125Eg/4KT

123Eg/2KT
. ~14!

The intrinsic A-S recombination time is calculated usi
theory described in Ref. 17:

tA-S
i 5

5emhh
3 me*

3/2KTD2~Eg1D!exp~D2Eg /KT!

54p4ni
2e4\3ms*

5/2~D2Eg!
. ~15!
neering, Vol. 37 No. 6, June 1998
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3 Calculation Results

The calculations have been performed for annp
Ga0.8In0.2As0.19Sb0.81 PV detector operated at 300 K an
2.5-mm wavelength. The dependence of the material
rameters of GaInAsSb alloys that are needed for calcula
the compositionsx andy is given in the appendix.

3.1 R0A Product

Figure 2 shows theR0A products in then and p regions
and their sum as functions of the carrier concentrations
those regions, for various values of the illuminated-surfa
recombination velocitySp and back-surface recombinatio
velocity Se , where the widths in thep andn regions are 5
and 1mm, respectively, and the mobilitiesmp andmn are
240 and 2900 cm2/V s, respectively. These results are go
ten through Eqs.~5!, ~6!, and~7!.

First, theR0A product in thep region, (R0A)e , is ana-
lyzed.

1. A similar situation exists in the four parts of Fig. 2,
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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that increasing the carrier concentration in then re-
gion will not affect (R0A)e . Thus, Eq.~5! can be
approximated by

~R0A!e5
KT

q2

Dep

Leni
2

re sinh~d/Le!1cosh~d/Le!

re cosh~d/Le!1sinh~d/Le!
. ~16!

2. When the back-surface recombination velocity is n
equal to 0@see Fig. 2~c! and 2~d!# and then-side
carrier concentration is larger than 1017 cm23, the
(R0A) total product is almost entirely due to th
(R0A)e product: (R0A) total5(R0A)e . Under this con-
dition the n-side carrier concentration is larger tha
the p-side carrier concentration, and the structure
called then1p structure. In general, then1p struc-
ture requires a carrier concentration in then region
larger than 1021 cm23 and a width less than 1mm.
We discuss then1p structure later.

3. As the back-surface recombination velocity increa
from 0 to 100 m/s, the (R0A)e product decreases b
nearly three orders of magnitude, and the peak of
(R0A)e product is moved to the direction in whic
the p-side carrier concentration increases. Figure
shows the explanation. On increasing back-surf
recombination velocity, the peak of the (R0A)e prod-
uct will clearly decrease and move in the direction
the larger p-side carrier concentration. AtSe

5106 m/s, the peak of the (R0A)e product disap-
pears.

Secondly, let us consider the (R0A)p product in then
region.

1. When the carrier concentration in then region is
larger than 1016 cm23, the (R0A)p product will be
independent of the carrier concentration in thep re-
gion. Thus, Eq.~6! can be approximated as follows

~R0A!p5
KT

q

Dpn

Lpni
2

rp sinh~t/Lp!1cosh~t/Lp!

rp cosh~t/Lp!1sinh~t/Lp!
. ~17!

Fig. 3 The effect of the back-surface recombination velocity on the
(R0A)e product.
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2. When the illuminated-surface recombination veloc
is equal to 100 m/s@see Fig. 2~b! and 2~d!# and the
carrier concentration in then region is less than
1015 cm23, the (R0A) total product can be expresse
by (R0A) total5(R0A)p , in which the carrier concen
tration in the p region is in the range of 1017 to
1018 cm23. Because the intrinsic carrier concentr
tion in Ga0.8In0.2As0.19Sb0.81 material is near
1014 cm23, the np structure can be treated as a
i (n2)-p structure. If n-type material is grown in
front of the i (n2)-p structure, the detector structur
becomes ann-( i )-p structure and thus effectively
suppresses the Auger process. Such a device is ca
an extracting detector.18,19

3. When the illuminated-surface recombination veloc
is equal to zero@see Fig. 2~a! and 2~c!#, the (R0A)p

product will decrease with increasingn-side carrier
concentration, whereas the contrary occurs when
illuminated-surface recombination velocity is equ
to 100 m/s@see Fig. 2~b! and 2~d!#. This phenomenon
is explained in Fig. 4, which shows the effect of di
ferent illuminated-surface recombination velociti
on the (R0A)p product. The results in Fig. 4 are sim
lar to those in Fig. 3.

From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, we can see whether the ba
surface recombination velocity or the illuminated-surfa
recombination velocity will seriously affect the perfo
mance of a GaInAsSb detector.

In the following, we discuss the influence of materi
parameters on the detectivity for different detector str
tures. The practical working limit for most IR detectors
background-limited photodetection~BLIP!, in which opti-
cal generation resulting from thermal background radiat
exceeds the thermal component. The BLIP detectivity
pends only on the temperature and incident optical wa
length. For a Ga0.8In0.2As0.19Sb0.81 IR PV detector working
at 300 K and 2.5-mm wavelength, the BLIP detectivity
reaches 4.9631012 cm Hz1/2/W.

Fig. 4 The effect of the illuminated-surface recombination velocity
on the (R0A)p product.
1757Optical Engineering, Vol. 37 No. 6, June 1998
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Fig. 5 The calculated detectivity of a GaInAsSb PV detector operated in an n1p structure as a
function of the p-side carrier concentration p and (a) the back-surface recombination velocity Se ; (b)
the p-side width d; (c) the p-side mobility mp . The BLIP detectivity has been calculated for TB

5300 K and h51.
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3.2 An n1p-Structure Detector

The realization of GaxIn12xAs12ySby PV detectors is usu
ally based on ann1p structure. For that structure, the jun
tion resistance is limited only by diffusion of the minorit
carrier from thep side into the depletion region.18 The
above discussion indicates that then-p structure can be
regarded as ann1p structure if the back-surface recomb
nation velocity is not equal to zero. Figure 5 shows t
dependence of the detectivity for ann1p-structure detector
on the material parameters in thep region, such as the
width d, the mobilitymp , and the back-surface recombin
tion velocity Se .

The effect of the back-surface recombination velocity
the R0A product has been discussed. Becau
D* }@(R0A) total#

1/2 @Eq. ~2!#, it is an inevitable outcome
that the back-surface recombination velocity will have
effect on the detectivity.

A common characteristic exists in each of parts of F
5. When thep-side carrier concentration is larger tha
1020 cm23, the detectivity remains constant on increasi
the p-side carrier concentration without variation of th
other parameters.

The dependence of the detectivity on thep-side carrier
concentration can be divided into three regions. In
range of p,1016 cm23, only the variation of the back
surface recombination velocity will have an effect on t
detectivity; in the range ofp.1020 cm23, only thep-side
mobility will have an influence on the detectivity. In th
p-side carrier concentration range of 1016 to 1020 cm23, all
of parameters will affect the detectivity. Now, let us an
lyze the above results.

The electron diffusion length in thep region is related to
thep-side carrier concentration. Table 1 shows the relati
ship. In view of Table 1, we subject Eq.~16! to a further
approximation on the basis of the relationship betweenLe

andd: For d@Le (p.1020 cm23),
cal Engineering, Vol. 37 No. 6, June 1998

: http://opticalengineering.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 09/10/2012 T
~R0A!e5
KTpte

q2ni
2Le

. ~18!

For d!Le (p,1016 cm23),

~R0A!e5
KTp

q2ni
2

Le

De

r ed/Le11

r e1d/Le
~19!

if d/Le is neglected in Eq.~19!,

~R0A!e5
KTp

q2ni
2se

. ~20!

For d;Le(1016,p,1020 cm23), one must use Eq.~16!
itself.

Equations~20!, ~18!, and ~16! correspond to the three
regions mentioned. Ford!Le , the (R0A)e product is inde-
pendent of the width and the mobility, whereas ford@Le

the (R0A)e product is independent ofSe andd.
These results show that reducing the volume and

creasing the mobility in thep region will increase the cor-
responding detectivity. Under the condition of thinp region
(d!Le), the lower surface recombination velocity will im
prove the detectivity.

Table 1 The relation of the electron diffusion length to the p-side
carrier concentration.

p-Side carrier concentration
p (cm23)

Electron diffusion length in p region,
Le (mm)

p,1016 Le.102

1016,p,1020 1022,Le,102

p.1020 Le,1022
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Fig. 6 The calculated detectivity of a GaInAsSb PV detector operated in an np structure as a function
of the p-side carrier concentration p and (a) the n-side carrier concentration n; (b) the n-side width t;
(c) the n-side mobility mp . In the condition of Se5Sp50, mp5240 cm2/V s, and d55 mm, the BLIP
detectivity has been calculated for TB5300 K and h51.
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3.3 An np-Structure Detector

3.3.1 Se5Sp50

Figure 6 shows the effect of then-side parameters on th
detectivity atSe5Sp50; the results correspond to those
Fig. 2~a!. Because (R0A) total5(R0A)p in the range ofp
,1016 cm23, the influence of then-side parameters on th
detectivity takes place mainly in this range. In contrast,
detectivity is mainly affected by thep-side parameters in
the range ofp.1019 cm23, as is shown in Fig. 7. In the
range of 1016,p,1019 cm23, regardless of the paramete
values in then region or those in thep region, all of them
will affect the detectivity.
m: http://opticalengineering.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 09/10/2012 T
3.3.2 Se50, Sp5100 m/s

Figure 8 shows the influence of then-side parameters on
the detectivity atSe50 andSp5100 m/s. The situation dif-
fers from that withSp50 in two ways: the greater the
width and the larger the carrier concentration, the highe
the detectivity. The influence of thep-side parameters on
the detectivity is similar to that atSe5Sp50; we do not
show the results here.

4 Conclusions

Calculation and analysis of the effect of material para
eters of a Ga0.8In0.2As0.19Sb0.81 IR PV detector on theR0A
product and the detectivity at 300 K have been worked o
It has been shown that:
Fig. 7 The calculated detectivity of a GaInAsSb PV detector operated in an np stucture as a function
of the p-side carrier concentration p and (a) the p-side width d; (b) the p-side mobility mp . In the
condition of Se5Sp50, n51017 cm23, and t50.5 mm, the BLIP detectivity has been calculated for
TB5300 K and h51.
1759Optical Engineering, Vol. 37 No. 6, June 1998
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Fig. 8 The calculated detectivity of a GaInAsSb PV detector operated in an np structure as a function
of the p-side carrier concentration p and (a) the n-side carrier concentration n; (b) the n-side width t;
(c) the n-side mobility mp . In the condition of Se50, Sp5100 m/s, d55 mm, and mp5240 cm2/V s,
the BLIP detectivity has been calculated for TB5300 K and h51.
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1. The optimum material carrier concentration at whi
the greatest sensitivity of GaInAsSb detectors is
tained depends on the surface recombination ve
ity. At Se5Sp50, then- and p-side carrier concen
trations are both required to be near the intrin
carrier concentration. AsSe andSp increase, the op-
timum carrier concentrations also increase. For
ample, p-side carrier concentration is abo
1017 cm23, and then-side carrier concentration i
larger than 1017 cm23 at Se5Sp5100 m/s~see Fig. 3
and Fig. 4!. The surface recombination velocity an
carrier concentration are the main influences on
detector sensitivity.

2. The optimumn-side width t at which the greates
detectivity is obtained also depends on t
illuminated-surface recombination velocity. AtSp

50, then-side width must be very small (t→0). At
neering, Vol. 37 No. 6, June 1998
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Sp5100 m/s, the optimumn-side width is increased
to 5 mm. The above results indicate that differentSp

require differentn-side widths.

3. The other parameters, such as the electron mob
me , the hole mobilitymp , and thep-side widthd,
have little effect on the detectivity compared to th
surface recombination velocities and carrier conc
trations. However, it is hoped to decreasemp , me ,
andd to improve the detectivity.

The most disadvantageous structure is that of a dete
with high back surface recombination velocitySe and large
p-side widthd. In order to reduceSe , it is advantageous to
usenpp1 structures, since the potential barrier between
p- andp1-type regions limits the flow of minority carrier
to the region with more impurities.9 But the very high ther-
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Table 2 Parameters of binary alloys for Eq. (A1).

Alloy Eg(T) (eV) D me* mh* ms* e r a0

GaSb (a1) 0.810–3.781024T2/(T194) 0.8 0.045 0.49 0.14 15 6.08

GaAs (a2) 1.519–5.401024T2/(T1204) 0.34 0.067 0.45 0.15 10.9 5.65

InSb (a3) 0.236–2.991024T2/(T1140) 0.81 0.014 0.6 0.107 17 6.479

InAs (a4) 0.420–2.501024T2/(T175) 0.38 0.023 0.41 0.089 14.5 6.058
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mal generation of charge carriers to thep1 region will
highly reduceR0A andD* of the detector. So utmost car
has to be taken with contact and passivation technolog
reduceSe .19

It should be noted that the effect of structure on t
detectivity is assumed to be determined by the diffus
component of current density, caused by the Auger mec
nism. The results will be altered if other mechanisms
considered, such as the radiative mechanism~another dif-
fusion component of the current density! or the generation-
recombination mechanism in the depletion region.

In this paper, degeneracy has been neglected in the
oretical analysis of the Auger mechanism in order to s
plify the discussion of the performance of the GaInAs
detector, though a degenerate state exists in material
carrier concentrations up to 1021 cm23.

In conclusion, the theoretical performance of a 2.5-mm
Ga0.8In0.2As0.19Sb0.81 infrared photovoltaic detector work
ing near room temperature has been analyzed. Through
culating and analyzing the influence of the all material p
rameters, the optimum performance of the GaInAsSb
PV detector has been obtained. These results will provid
useful basis for the fabrication of GaInAsSb IR PV dete
tors.

5 Appendix

The parameters of quaternary alloys such as GaInA
have more complicated expressions than those of ter
alloys. In general, these parameters, which are deduc
from those of binary and ternary alloys, are obtained
linear interpolation20:

a5xya11x~12y!a21y~12x!a31~12x!~12y!a4 ,
~A1!

bow5@~12x!b11xb2#y~12y!

1@~12y!b31yb4#x~12x!. ~A2!

Table 3 Parameters of ternary alloys for Eq. (A2).

Alloy

Bowing parameter for

energy bandgap,
bow1

spin-split-off bandgap,
bow2

InAs12ySby (b1) 0.58 0.68

GaAs12ySby (b2) 1.2 0.51

GaxIn12xAs (b3) 0.436 0.24

GaxAs12xSb (b4) 0.415 0.29
pticalengineering.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 09/10/2012
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The parameters of the binary and ternary alloys that
relevant to quaternary alloys GaInAsSb are shown in Ta
2 and Table 3, respectively.

5.1 Energy Bandgap

Tian et al.21 have given a formula for the energy bandg
of GaInAsSb quaternary alloys,

Eg~x,y,T!5Eg0
~x,y,T!2bow1~x,y! ~A3!

whereEg0
(x,y,T) is given by Eq.~A1!, for which the cor-

responding binary-alloy parametersEg(T) are shown in
Table 2. Likewise, bow1(x,y) is given by Eq.~A2!, for
which the ternary-alloy parameters~energy bandgaps! are
shown in Table 3.

5.2 Spin-Split-Off Band

The formulas for the spin-split-off band are22

D~x,y!5@12 f ~x,y!#D0~x,y!, ~A4!

f ~x,y!5
D~x,y!

Ē~x,y!
, ~A5!

1

E~x,y!
5

1

3 F 2

E0~x,y!
1

1

E0~x,y!1D0~x,y!G , ~A6!

D~x,y!5bow2~x,y!, ~A7!

whereD0(x,y) is obtained from Eq.~A1!, and bow2 from
Eq. ~A2!, for which the relevant parameters are shown
Table 2 and Table 3, respectively.

In this paper, only the energy bandgap and the sp
split-off band are obtained from the revised formulas. T
other parameters are obtained directly by linear interpo
tion @Eq. ~A1!#.
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